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CHAPTER 1 

 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

 

 There is a pervading social and economic belief system that has acted as a 

crippling cancer upon all world societies since early time.  This concept born into 

“mass consciousness” knows no limits and spares no remote culture and crosses the 

boundaries of countries, ideologies, political perceptions, religious beliefs systems 

and reaches from the largest cities to the smallest villages throughout our globe.  

 What is this far reaching and mercilessly all encompassing belief, prejudice of no 

human being in its insistence?  “There is NOT enough”. 

 We experience the introduction of this widely held concept in early childhood, if 

not sooner.  In disparaged countries where nature has also mirrored this belief 

system and lives saving resources are scarce, a person may only be afforded a direct 

experience with the world from a position of “lack” consciousness.  Within this 

socio-economic class there may also be proliferation of disease, broken households, 

abuse and neglect.  For others more fortunate, they may discover that difficulty with 

funds are discussed by parents under hushed tones and that Christmas presents are 

fewer in number under the tree on a given year.   Where there are financial 

constraints, there is often familial issues, marital strife, the potential of substance 

abuse and overall greater stress experienced. 
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 This notion of “not enough” may be infiltrated into the innocent mind of a child 

through regular quotations of challenge surrounding money, such as:  “Money 

doesn’t grow on trees”,….. “It’s a survival of the fittest world”,…. “Some get, some 

don’t, so what”,….. “You have to take what you can, while you can”.  These 

repeated and reinforced notions can permeate the thinking of a young person and 

define their perspective of society, the Universe and their place in it.  It can have 

disastrous effects on the belief in one’s personal relevance and safety. 

 Poverty Facts and Statistics as posted in Global Issues websites plainly report 

the manifestation of “lack” consciousness in very visceral and harsh form as follows: 

*** At least 80% of humanity lives on less than $10 a day.  

***More than 80 percent of the world’s population lives in countries where income     

differentials are widening.  

***The poorest 40 percent of the world’s population accounts for 5 percent of global 

income.  The richest 20 percent of society accounts for three-quarters of world 

income.  

***According to UNICEF, 22,000 children die each day due to poverty. And they 

“die quietly in some of the poorest villages on earth, far removed from the scrutiny 

and the conscience of the world. Being meek and weak in life makes these dying 

multitudes even more invisible in death.”  
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***Around 27-28 percent of all children in developing countries are estimated to be 

underweight or stunted. The two regions that account for the bulk of the deficit are 

South Asia and sub-Saharan Africa. 

***Based on enrollment data, about 72 million children of primary school age in the 

developing world were not in school in 2005; 57 per cent of them were girls. And 

these are regarded as optimistic numbers.  

***Nearly a billion people entered the 21st century unable to read a book or sign 

their names.  

***Infectious diseases continue to blight the lives of the poor across the world. An 

estimated 40 million people are living with HIV/AIDS, with 3 million deaths in 2004. 

Every year there are 350–500 million cases of malaria, with 1 million fatalities: 

Africa accounts for 90 percent of malarial deaths and African children account for 

over 80 percent of malaria victims worldwide.  

***Water problems affect half of humanity: 

***Some 1.1 billion people in developing countries have inadequate access to water, 

and 2.6 billion lack basic sanitation. 

***Almost two in three people lacking access to clean water survive on less than $2 

a day, with one in three living on less than $1 a day. 

***More than 660 million people without sanitation live on less than $2 a day, and 

more than 385 million on less than $1 a day. 
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***Access to piped water into the household averages about 85% for the wealthiest 

20% of the population, compared with 25% for the poorest 20%. 

***The loss of 443 million school days each year from water-related illness. 

***Close to half of all people in developing countries suffering at any given time 

from a health problem caused by water and sanitation deficits. 

Number of children in the world is 2.2 billion 

Number in poverty: 

***1 billion (every second child) 

Shelter, safe water and health for the 1.9 billion children from the developing world, 

there are: 

**640 million without adequate shelter (1 in 3) 

**400 million with no access to safe water (1 in 5) 

**270 million with no access to health services (1 in 7) 

*** The GDP (Gross Domestic Product) of the 41 Heavily Indebted Poor Countries 

(567 million people) is less than the wealth of the world’s 7 richest people combined.  

***World gross domestic product (world population approximately 6.5 billion) in 

2006 was $48.2 trillion in 2006. 
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***The world’s wealthiest countries (approximately 1 billion people) accounted for 

$36.6 trillion dollars (76%). 

***The world’s billionaires — just 497 people (approximately 0.000008% of the 

world’s population) — were worth $3.5 trillion (over 7% of world GDP). 

***Low income countries (2.4 billion people) accounted for just $1.6 trillion of GDP 

(3.3%) 

***Middle income countries (3 billion people) made up the rest of GDP at just over 

$10 trillion (20.7%).  

***The world’s low income countries (2.4 billion people) account for just 2.4% of 

world exports 

***The total wealth of the top 8.3 million people around the world “rose 8.2 percent 

to $30.8 trillion in 2004, giving them control of nearly a quarter of the world’s 

financial assets.” 

In other words, about 0.13% of the world’s population controlled 25% of the 

world’s financial assets in 2004.  Global Issues (2012) 

There is a great deal of data that permeates our sense of perception and 

challenges the tenets that we are all equally deserving by Divine Right.  There 

appears to be confrontational evidence that this is indeed a world of lack, that there 

are those who are deserving and those who are not, and a prejudiced and 
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preferential Higher Being gives generously to a few and ignores the pleas of the 

many. 

 As the above data demonstrated, much of the “western” world is opulent in 

resources as opposed to the majority of the underdeveloped world.  Here in the 

West we still find ourselves bombarded daily with competitive models driving our 

school systems, economies, industries, with self promotion, and personal attention 

getting.  There have been slow leaks into the fragile minds and perceptions of the 

“western” thinker through media and popular thought that continue to erode away 

the vision of obvious abundance that is available to them, and still perceive the 

world through empty hands. 

The NY Times has taken a keen interest in how the public is affected by the 

economic stresses we are currently experiencing.  They site in their article published 

April 8, 2009 that there is a significant rise in debilitating financial stress being 

experienced currently.  In the article they assert that many people may find 

themselves being more irritable, anxious, lethargic or sad. Some may be unable to 

sleep, may eat too much or too little, or may experience physical symptoms of stress, 

like high blood pressure or headaches.  Others may turn to behaviors like gambling, 

alcohol or drug use.   Often, one symptom can lead to another — anxiety can lead to 

sleeplessness, which can cause greater stress and so on.    

http://health.nytimes.com/health/guides/disease/hypertension/overview.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://health.nytimes.com/health/guides/disease/pathological-gambling/overview.html?inline=nyt-classifier
http://health.nytimes.com/health/guides/symptoms/sleeping-difficulty/overview.html?inline=nyt-classifier
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This type of daily erosion is known to divide families, diminish health and 

create mental brain chemical imbalances due to fixation on the problem that 

minimizes personal joy and satisfaction.   

 To mitigate this growing crisis, the article suggests traditional therapy for 

coping individuals and asserts, “Experts recommend people who need further 

assistance seek help and guidance therapists, clergy members, primary care doctors, 

workplace counselors or other professionals.”  Belluck, Pam, April 8, 2009 “Coping 

With Financial Stress”, New York Times Article, Web – March 20, 2012 

 In such a mainstream publication, it is heartening to see the suggestion of 

clergy, guidance therapists and other professionals listed alongside allopathic 

doctors and pharmaceuticals as alternatives to stress management. 

 Other equally reputable publications offer a somewhat different view.   The 

Wall Street Journal, WSJ Article “In Times of Crisis, Ignorance Is Bliss” by Nina 

Koeppen, March 19, 2012 almost suggests a metaphysical approach to the financial 

woes perceived by the public in its assertions.  What we think about and where we 

place our attention and corresponding emotions creates more of the same.  As 

addressed earlier, it spreads into a vast pool of mass consciousness and attempts to 

influence the unwary and highly influenced.  This in turn creates more fear and 

thereby engenders more instability. 
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“Ignorance is a good thing” in times of crises, because it supports market 

liquidity, argues Bengt Holmström, the winner of the Banque de France‘s and 

Toulouse School of Economics inaugural prize in Monetary Economics and Finance. 

There’s a risk that liquidity will dry up as soon as banks or others start 

offering investors a peek under their kimonos. Such action, he argues, will 

ultimately alter investors’ beliefs and make them more worried about the depth of 

the crisis. 

“No questions asked means liquidity,” the 62-year old says. If you start 

questioning the soundness of your business partners you will create mistrust which, 

in return, will hurt liquidity at a time when it’s badly needed.”  Koeppen, Nina, 

March 19, 2012, Wall Street Journal WSJ Article “In Times of Crisis, Ignorance Is 

Bliss” – Web, March 19, 2012. 

Without directly implying that we simply not think about our current 

financial position as a global interest, I believe that Mr. Holmström is alluding that 

seeds in gestation should not be disturbed by fearful minds, looking to substantiate 

their fears by inquiring prematurely regarding what is in a state of manifestation.  

There is a “Law of Gestation” in all that has come into physical form, and when the 

mass consciousness has already been piqued to the point of alarm regarding global 

finance it is counterproductive to continue to inquire prematurely.  “Ignorance is 

bliss” when we are ignorant of something that will never affect us.  We need not be 

made aware of a rogue cancer cell that our healthy body has already identified and 
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is impeccably removing from our system.  We need not be made aware of a natural 

disaster that has taken another path that proves insignificant in its destruction.  We 

also are best served to respect that all details regarding the development of grander 

schemes in our financial worldview are unnecessary for us to fret about, and chose 

to hold our peace instead. 

 So how is our peace disturbed in this process?  We hear rhetoric daily in the 

western world regarding the state of our union and that of supporting nations.  We 

have the banter trickled down to us by well meaning parents, educators, neighbors 

and constantly in the overreaching voice of the media. 

From past history, many of us have come to think of our place in the world 

characterized by popular opinion.  Many a popular opinion has found its repetitive 

theme past down from generation to generation. 

 Perhaps the notion of repetitive quotables having significant mass consciousness 

effects would be better demonstrated by parroting these famous mentors: 

Benjamin Franklin: 

“A penny saved is a penny earned.” 

Robert Frost: 

“A bank is a place where they lend you an umbrella in fair weather and ask for it 

back when it begins to rain.” 

William A. Ward: 

“Before you speak, listen. Before you write, think. Before you spend, earn. Before 
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you invest, investigate. Before you criticize, wait. Before you pray, forgive. Before 

you quit, try. Before you retire, save. Before you die, give.” 

Norman Vincent Peale: 

“Empty pockets never held anyone back. Only empty heads and empty hearts can 

do that.” 

Samuel Butler: 

“Friendship is like money, easier made than kept.” 

Eleanor Roosevelt: 

“He who loses money, loses much; He who loses a friend, loses much more; He who 

loses faith, loses all.” 

Billy Graham: 

“If a person gets his attitude toward money straight, it will help straighten out 

almost every other area in his life.” 

Francis Bacon: 

“If money be not thy servant, it will be thy master. The covetous man cannot so 

properly be said to possess wealth, as that may be said to possess him.” 

Henry Ford: 

“If money is your hope for independence you will never have it. The only real 
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security that a man will have in this world is a reserve of knowledge, experience, 

and ability.”  

 We can see that we live in a world of diverse ideas on money alone.  And what of 

our safety, security, accessibility to a job that offers a living wage, land ownership, 

fair employment laws, appropriate taxation, and the competitive model that drives 

industry?  The concept of scarcity affects each of these and more.  It summons our 

fears from the depths of our being and forces us to question at what point will the 

“archetype of the prostitute” tempt us with the notion of selling ourselves?  At 

which point can each of us be bought?  How at risk for our personal survival or that 

of our loved ones do we find ourselves compromising our integrity, values and 

authenticity?  All of these concerns are steeped in the powerful emotion of fear.   

 And what of our health, love, joy and success?  How firm a grip does the fear of 

lack of any of these, detour us from living fully and passionately? 

 Emily Cady has cautioned that, “Denials have an erasive or dissolving tendency.  

Affirmations build up, and give strength and courage and power.  Practice these 

denials and affirmations silently in the street, in the car, when you are wakeful 

during the night, anywhere, everywhere, and they will give you a new, and to you, a 

strange mastery over external things and over yourself.”  Cady (56, 57) 

 The University of Metaphysics and the University of Sedona’s teachings enable 

the student to embrace the truth that love, joy, success, health and spiritual self- 

awareness is ours to claim by Divine Right as God-beings in human form.  We are 

taught that we are inseparable aspects of the Divine and are thereby inheritors of all 
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that the Kingdom has to offer, right now.  From this anchored principle, we can go 

forth to magnify this belief and give our gifts of service.  We may choose to be 

ministers, counselors, writers, speakers, coaches or practitioners. 

 My personal calling has been to live from the teachings that have reshaped my 

life and view of human experience and to serve my clients in my practice utilizing 

my skills as a holistic health coach and energy intuitive.  By redirecting my clients to 

acknowledge that as Divine Souls intrinsically connected to Source, they are 

inheritors of the Kingdom, have a wellspring of health by birthright, and grasp the 

concept that they have all the answers within them, they alter the “mass 

consciousness”. 

 As I will show here in my thesis, many toxic misconceptions proliferate the way 

the masses have been taught to believe about themselves and their significance in the 

world of form.  What is apparent is that the mass consciousness belief in lack holds 

many back from enjoying the lives that they desire for themselves and taints those 

that they interact with.  Those indoctrinated and applied in the principles of 

metaphysics and aligned spiritual teachings can begin with liberating themselves 

from this erosive thinking first, and only then can they promote others living the 

same empowered principles and lift the world, one soul at a time. 

 

 

 

### 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

 

  The brilliant and famous writer Paolo Coehlo challenges us in his world 

renowned work, The Alchemist …. “Every moment of searching is a moment of 

encounter.  Go in search of your Gift. The more you understand yourself, the more 

you will understand the world.”  Coehlo (2007: 19)  I would add that the more you 

understand your fears and how powerfully you become when you transcend them, 

the more that you can hold compassionate space for those that you serve to 

overcome their fears and re-awaken newly empowered. 

 Fear is limiting and must be conquered first by the practitioner that seeks to set 

an example to their client/patients and then firmly and faithfully hold with clarity 

the intention of health, prosperity, joy and fulfillment that belongs to them as souls 

in human form, free of fear. 

 In Don Miguel Ruiz journey through personal mastery as stated in “Beyond 

Fear, a Toltec Guide to Freedom and Joy, he states the following:  “A master is 

almost finished with the inner work of transformation when he or she starts to 

create in the outside world.  Like a doctor or an engineer, we become experienced 

before we can practice what must be learned.  In terms of the study of Toltec 

mastery, one must transform all one’s inner wounds to get rid of self-destruction.  

One must heal the dark side of one’s nature.  The emotional body is filled with 
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wounds and is starving for love and justice.  Once these wounds are healed, the 

transformed expresses only love.  The Master of Transformation is also a Master of 

Love, or we might say a Master of Intent.”  What he has grasped as an allopathic 

doctor and spiritual seeker in the Toltec tradition, was that fear would absolutely 

manifest in his practice, therefore his service to mankind, should he choose to ignore 

it.    It had to be faced and conquered.  Ruiz (1997: 85) 

So if we find ourselves fearlessly, passionately and joyously living, we are 

congruent with our purpose to serve.  When we enter the marketplace, open our 

practice and fail to gain deep and abiding clarity about the vision of our success, we 

neglect an important step that can pull us back into the collective fears of “mass 

consciousness”. 

 Carolyn Myss speaks of the great Universal Archetypes and how the key 4 

archetypes can be found across our planet in every culture.  She states that the main 

4 archetypes touch on the human experience so profoundly, that at any time in our 

human existence, any one of us can experience defaulting into the lessons that each 

of these represent.  These archetypes are brought on by internal, primal fear. 

 They are the Child, the Victim, the Saboteur, and the Prostitute. Myss (2004) 

 If we were to address how this affects those in the Holistic Model of business, we 

would surely find that old programming most certainly persists.  The core 

consciousness of any individual holistically minded or otherwise will play out when 

it comes to setting up practice, offering professional services and interacting with 
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others in their field.  It most certainly will have a direct influence on their 

patients/clients in the exchange of rapport, customer service, and genuine 

engagement.  It may also determine the authentic desire to empower the 

patient/client to heal and progress and be liberated from the need of the 

practitioner. 

 If the healing practitioner is living through the archetypal roles, they may 

demonstrate these archetypes in the following ways: 

 The “Child” may be experienced as the practitioner projecting their needs upon 

the patient/client, perhaps eliciting co-dependence so that some security may be 

achieved by way of validation of their personal importance or financial stability in 

the exchange. 

 The “Victim” could demonstrate itself from a place of justification in inflated 

billing practices, propped up by projected concerns regarding the costs of doing 

business to the point of egregious excess. 

 The “Saboteur” might rear its ugly head through a lost and unfulfilled 

practitioner missing appointments, keeping poor records and having diminished 

follow through with those that they serve. 

 The “Prostitute” has been regularly seen compromising quality of care with 

insurance and billing hierarchies, giving preferential treatment to cash paying 

clients and pushing unnecessary services and or products on unsuspecting 

patients/clients in a desire to create the illusion of financial security for themselves. 
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 If the Holistic Health Practitioner does not evolve themselves sufficiently to set 

their moral compass to align with their personal call to serve, old mass 

consciousness programming can quickly take root. 

 So how do we change this trend and establish clear ethical and moral boundaries 

for ourselves in this chosen field?  How do we set ourselves apart from the 

healthcare industry as it stands and show up in full power to meet our patient/client 

needs intact and in full purpose? 

 Florence Scovel Shinn encourages, “If we want the Father within,… to manifest 

as all things through us, we must learn to keep the mortal of us still, to still all of its 

doubts and fears and false beliefs.  He is ever present power to overcome all errors, 

sickness, weakness, ignorance, or whatever they may be.”  Shinn (1925: 34) 

 We must first firmly and deeply grasp that principle to able to serve as a clean 

vessel.  To serve with ethics and full integrity is to align fully with our calling and to 

gain deep and purposeful satisfaction that will not only sustain our practice and 

build worthy reputations, but sustain ourselves as well. 

 In this world of historically competitive, power seeking, self fulfillment, there is a 

paramount shift taking place.  A Universal thought has been “thunk” in the vast 

super-conscious that is slowly, yet powerfully changing the way we produce, provide 

our talents, promote ourselves and market our service offerings. 

 Due to the inherent default nature of humankind in this world of “survival of the 

fittest”, where the consistent mindset has been of lack and limitation, the climate in 
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industry and profession have initially been competition driven.  There has been a 

running theme to take what you can, even at another’s expense. 

 In the western markets, competition has been revered as a natural and positive 

tool for fair markets, with price stabilization, and versatility and expanded 

consumer offerings.  It has been vehemently argued that competition is necessary as 

a part of our democratic society, focused on promoting individual accomplishments 

and innovative growth, while idealizing the notion that synonymous service 

providers and similar product lines provide competitive incentives. 

 This has become so intrinsic to the western concept of business and trade that we 

have established laws providing reinforcement to this practice through the legal 

posturing and discouragement of monopolies in industry. 

 In Economic publications defining “Competition” in the market place, it is 

described as follows: 

 Economics: Rivalry in which every seller tries to get what other sellers are 

seeking at the same time: sales, profit, and market share by offering the best 

practicable combination of price, quality, and service. Where the market 

information flows freely, competition plays a regulatory function in balancing 

demand and supply.  (Web, Businessdictionary.com – February 15, 2012) 

 And a competitor is similarly defined in the online Business Dictionary: 

“Any person or entity which is a rival against another. In business, a company in the 

same industry or a similar industry which offers a similar product or service. The 

presence of one or more competitors can reduce the prices of goods and services as 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/economics.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/seller.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/sales.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/profit.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/market-share.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/practicable.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/combination.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/labor-rate-price-variance.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/quality.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/final-good-service.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/market.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/information-flow.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/function.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/demand-and-supply.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/person.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/entity.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/business.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/industry.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/offer.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/product.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/final-good-service.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/price.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/goods-and-services.html
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the companies attempt to gain a larger market share.”  (Web, 

Businessdictionary.com, February 15, 2012) 

 The same source defines “Collaboration” as such: 

1. General: Cooperative arrangement in which two or more parties (which may 

or may not have any previous relationship) work jointly towards a common 

goal. 

2. Knowledge Management (KM): Effective method of transferring 'know how' 

among individuals, therefore critical to creating and sustaining a competitive 

advantage. Collaboration is a key tenet of KM. 

3. Negotiations: Conflict resolution strategy that uses both assertiveness and 

cooperation to seek solutions advantageous to all parties. It succeeds usually 

where the participants' goals are compatible, and the interaction among 

them is important in attaining those goals. (Web, Businessdictionary.com – 

February 15, 2012) 

 How do we best use this widely held understanding of doing business when it 

pertains to the Holistic Healthcare Industry and maintaining alignment of values? 

Is the competitive model, which is widely accepted throughout the globe in a 

plethora of markets the most congruent model to be utilized by the healing 

practitioner?  Would a holistically minded professional be in alignment to start 

giving their service and opening their practice with this model as their tool for 

promotion?  It would seem very evident that it would not in most cases. 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/company.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/gain.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/market-share.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/general.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/cooperative.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/arrangement.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/party.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/relationship.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/work.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/common.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/goal.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/knowledge-management.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/effective.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/method.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/know-how.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/individual.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/competitive-advantage.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/competitive-advantage.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/negotiation.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/conflict-resolution.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/strategy.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/use.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/cooperation.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/solution.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/participant.html
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 For the healing practitioner to be fully vested in their field and in integrity with 

their offerings there must first be the foundational baseline and belief that there is  

“ENOUGH”.  There are enough clients in need of their services.  There are enough 

clients that prefer their personal style, delivery and nature within their field.  There 

is enough time to maintain personal health, self care and rest to perform optimally 

and live satisfying lives.  There is enough support to acquire a database of 

complimentary practitioners that will support one’s practice, provide service for 

one’s clients and refer their clients when warranted.  There are enough referrals of 

target clients through this method of collaboration to grow a practice with ethics 

and integrity… successfully.  There is enough financial prosperity in this supportive 

and collaborative method to make the answer to the call worthwhile and deeply 

fulfilling. 

 The profound and famous author Kahlil Gibran stirringly conveys in his great 

work The Prophet his generous world view when he states, “To you the earth yields 

her fruit, and you shall not want if you but know how to fill your hands.  It is in 

exchanging the gifts of the earth that you shall find abundance and be satisfied.  Yet 

unless the exchange be in love and kindly justice, it will but lead some to greed and 

others to hunger.”  Gibran (1923: 37) 

 We have certainly seen ample evidence of the greed factor in the data gathered 

in the first chapter and the disparaging disproportion of the “gifts of the earth” as 

Kahlil referred to it, between the classes and the masses. 
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 There would appear to be disparages in the appropriation due to the 

demonstration of greed in a few.    Only through a mindset of separateness can there 

be a position of greed asserted and maintained.  We see again how “lack 

consciousness” can stir the clouded mind and heart of some to hoard for themselves 

when there is much to be made manifest and vast amounts to share. 

 In the film version of the revolutionary book, The Secret, Rev. Michael Beckwith 

of Agape Church in Santa Monica is interviewed regarding thought, manifestation 

and the creative process that connects the two.  He states that when a desire is 

nurtured and fed, magnified and affirmed it begins to attract the powerful creative 

field of the realm of the unseen world.  Beckwith explains that the “how” of the 

manifestation of the desire is truly none of our business, but rather that of the 

Universe.  He encourages with boldness, that “from a no-thing, a no-way and a no-

where, a way will be found”.  He continues that desires will emerge, as providence 

moves to return to us that which we magnetize with our thoughts and emotions. 

 So how profoundly important it truly is to understand this immeasurable 

creative power and to use it with deliberate conscience!  What we create for 

ourselves now impacts our lives and those close to us, but as we have seen in the 

supportive literature of this chapter, it affects countless lives, perhaps even the 

world. 

 

 

### 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODS: N/A 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

FINDINGS 

 

David Viscott became an inspiration for all with uplifting quotes such as: 

"The purpose of life is to find your gift.  The meaning of life is to give it away” and 

“There is some place where your specialties can shine; somewhere that difference 

can be expressed. It's up to you to find it, and you can.” (Web February 2, 2012)  

 Practically applying the metaphysical principles and tools that I was blessed 

to work with through the University of Metaphysics and University of Sedona, 

inspiration was born  to create an practice that was similarly aligned.  Now that I 

had the wisdom of experience, the education and training, what remained was a 

noble model of business in full integrity, married with my genuine intention. 

 When entering into my practice fully engaged and overwhelmingly desiring to 

give my gift in a new and unique way I was keenly aware of the challenges of being 

successful.  It had been witnessed that many others who went before me in their 

various methods and modalities struggle for various reasons.  Many were over-

worked, worn down and had become susceptible to “transference” and taken on the 

toxicity of their clients.  Some had become lax in their self care and had ignorantly 

supposed they were immune to the need of the same healthful needs as they would 
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recommend to their patients/clients.  Some of those I observed struggled with 

obesity and chronic health restraints, while others would energetically “tank” every 

few months from their own self neglect.   This sparked in my mind the age old 

reminder… “First physician, heal thyself.”   

 I also witnessed a large percentage of those in service giving away so much of 

their gifts for a fee lower than reasonable exchange, excessive charity to those who 

could easily pay and suffering with an inner belief that they were not deserving of 

financial abundance providing this type of service due to its compassionate nature.  

Many are not business minded and still have unresolved issues around abundance 

and the neutrality of energy in the form of currency.  Rather than behaving 

competitively, they struggle with barely scraping by in their own self neglect and 

often must keep up multiple part time occupations to make ends meet. 

 My experience with those that are very savvy in the professional and financial 

end of their practice has proved many have often have slipped away from their 

attentive and earnest demonstrations of service and are going through the motions 

to more quickly experience the ends, rather than enjoy the means.  The journey has 

turned into the mainstream model and they have bought into the competitive mass 

conscious concept of territorialism, exclusivity, and defensive marketing. 

 To maintain my authentic nature and meet my calling to service with full 

integrity, I could move forward in building my practice ONLY if I could see the 

world through new eyes.  To see, believe and project a vision that there is “enough” 

for each of us. 
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 With this goal in mind, I began sharing space with a few massage therapists in a 

cooperative space, offering trades in one another’s service and promoting one 

another from within the group practice.  This grew very small for a number of 

years, and as I branched out seeking other healing modalities for myself and my 

clients, I attracted other like minded professionals looking to share and refer.  There 

was a beautiful symmetry and alignment of values when I came across these 

individuals at networking functions, healing centers, group events, and the like.  

Once I held a vision of growth it was effortless to attract more and more of these 

talented and genuine individuals. 

 Since that time, a formal group has been established and continues to grow.  We 

have a generous collective of coaches, massage therapists of varying specialties, 

cranial-sacral therapists, psychotherapists, chiropractors, medical intuitives, 

traditional acupuncturists, personal yoga instructors, nutritionists, Trager 

practitioners, physical therapists, natural & organic product manufacturers, 

aromatherapists, Reiki Masters, energy & Chakra balancers, Quantum Touch 

practitioners, metaphysical radio show hosts and many more continually coming 

online.   Through our internal expansion and desire to reach and inspire a larger 

audience through web presence, (Healthehealer.org) & (Facebook Group Page “Heal 

the Healer™”), we have inspired enthusiastic parties of mirrored intention 

throughout the United States and even as far as Switzerland.  These interested 

parties are likeminded practitioners, also picking up on the mass conscious shift and 

desiring community and a higher level of ethics and service for themselves and those 
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they interact with.  They have requested assistance from our small group to gather 

and create similar communities in their area of the world so that they may repeat 

the benefits inherent in our collective model. 

 Emerson, one of the world’s most expansive thinkers in the transcendentalist 

movement saw this potential when he said:  “There is one mind common to all 

individual men.  Every man is an inlet to the same and to all of the same.  He that is 

once admitted to the right of reason is made a freeman of the whole estate.   What 

Plato has thought, he may think; what a saint has felt, he may feel; what at any time 

has befallen any man, he can understand.  Who hath access to this universal mind is 

a party to all that is or can be done, for this is the only and sovereign agent.   

Dillaway quoting Emerson (1939: 33).   

Here Emerson speaks of man as a collective, a non-dualistic, “one” mind.  

From that collective we act as a whole whether we perceive our connectedness or 

not.  Quantum Physics has made many expansive developments in its understanding 

of the far reaching impacts one individual has upon another.  Even more profound 

is how magnanimously and powerfully a group of single-minded individuals can 

intentionally create in the quantum field when manifesting with multiplied purpose. 

In Florence Scovel Shinn’s great turn of the century work, The Game of Life 

and How to Play it, she powerfully states from a scriptural reference this quantum 

law when she says:  “Jesus Christ knew the truth of this when he said:  “If two of 

you shall agree on earth as touching anything that they shall ask, it shall be done for 
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them of my Father which is in heaven.”  One gets too close to his own affairs and 

becomes doubtful and fearful.  A friend or “healer” sees clearly the success, health, 

or prosperity, and never wavers, because he is too close to the situation.  It is much 

easier to demonstrate for someone else than for one’s self, so a person should not 

hesitate to ask for help, if he feels himself wavering.  A keep observer of life once 

said, “No man can fail, if some one person sees him successful.”  Such is the power 

of the vision, and many a great man has owed his success to a wife, or sister, or a 

friend who believed in him and held without wavering to the perfect pattern.” Shinn 

( 1925: 9) 

 Can this new trend be found everywhere?  Is it challenging the status quo in all 

manner of industry and business?  Perhaps so.  Where it most definitely is changing 

the agreeable face of business to one of compassionate referral, promotion of others 

and mutual growth is in the Holistic Healthcare field.  This field is often referred to 

by traditional medicine as “complimentary healthcare” or “alternative healthcare”.  

The very description insinuates that traditional “Western” medicine is primary and 

any additional healthcare practices are secondary or simply meant to compliment 

the mainstay of traditional medicine.  This mindset already establishes and 

reinforces the standard of a competitive nature in the healthcare industry.  The 

projection of traditional western medicine as primary in choice feeds the inclination 

towards the competitive model and is sorely outdated. 

 The level however, of “western medicine” and holistic/alternative medicine” 

finding renewed common ground is evidenced by the growing global collaboration 
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in that, Jerusalem will be celebrating and hosting the 2
nd

 Annual International 

Integrative Medicine Conference this May, 2012.  At this groundbreaking event the 

leaders in the various fields of medicine will share and exchange healing approaches 

with the likes of more fringe holistic healthcare advocates and professionals from 

acupuncture to meditation. This is a tremendous shift from the exclusive and 

impenetrable front that traditional medicine has taken in past decades regarding 

what was previously viewed as competitive healing modalities.  There has developed 

a friendliness in the international community’s to embrace the gifts experienced and 

inherent in alternative medicine and find a bridge with which varying practitioners 

can find common ground, communication and greater support of the patient/client. 

 This is a transparent demonstration of profound alliance shifts taking place 

globally from the scarcity and competitive models held for so long, to one of inquiry, 

understanding and collaboration.  This event encompasses the extremes of 

allopathic medicine found in oncology with the far reaching effects of 

transcendental meditation and mindfulness techniques to restore health and a sense 

of wellbeing to patients suffering with cancer.   

 So we can see that models for change in the professional model of business are 

not exclusively limited to those with holistic or spiritual ideals.  There is a growing 

trend across the plethora of industries and interests and with an open and receptive 

view, these aligned hearts and minds can be found in collaborative organizations 

involved in sustainability, fair trade, health and wellness, building and community 

planning, human services, and many, many more. 
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 The methods are evolving and proving viable and effective.  We are seeing a 

global shift in consciousness regarding the offering of goods and services, and the 

potential changes create limitless opportunities for all those involved. 

 Within the microcosm, the macrocosm exists and is simultaneously affected.  

Our small yet growing group of collaborative members in Heal the Healer ™ has 

created with the essential premise of enough.  We have abandoned old competitive 

business practices and embraced growth through unification, support and intimate 

referral and what has been born of this microcosm has been a confirmation of more 

than enough; a manifestation of plenty, which cannot help but touch the face of the 

macrocosm and positively affect the whole. 

What if we chose to rethink, relearn, re-dream and relive the way we 

perceive our place in this world completely? What if while we were tossing out old 

limiting beliefs, thoughts of scarcity, visions of competition, struggle and lack 

wholesale, we embraced the belief that we are enough? 

What if there was "enough" everywhere? What if we saw ourselves 

surrounded by plentifulness?.... rich, generous abundance?  How often would we 

compassionate hold space for the success of another?   

As Healing Practitioners, we must hold that the world of form is susceptible 

to our influence and intention. Our gift to the world is the power to create health, 

vitality, regeneration; self-awareness and abundance all good desired for those that 
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we serve. We can choose to live from these same beliefs, embody the principles and 

care for ourselves with the same degree of generous impeccability. 

In The Arbinger Institutes great work, The Anatomy of Peace we find a 

provocative model that suggest utilizing a “Choice Diagram” that compassionately 

aligns ourselves with others.  This is widely used in mitigating conflict but can just 

as easily be applied in conjunction with the collaborative concept we are suggesting 

here.  It is firmly suggested that if we can see the worries, desires and fears of our 

competition in the market, as we see ourselves, our desires to support those who are 

no longer seen as a threat to us, but rather a reflection of ourselves, we expand into 

oneness.  They make the postulation, “What if in our conflicts with others there is 

something we want more than solutions? What if conflicts at home, at work, and in 

the world stem from the same root cause?  And what if, individually and 

collectively, we systematically misunderstand that cause and unwittingly perpetuate 

the very problems with think we are trying to solve?  The Arbinger Institute 

(2006:131) 

Here they seek to find resolution through alignment with others values and 

choosing to see similarities rather than differences between one another.  There is a 

sense of camaraderie and brotherhood in this type of empathy.  It really returns our 

focus to the “Golden Rule”. 

Eric Butterworth shared his thoughts and re-quoted the Good Book in his 

assertion, “in quoting Matthew 7:12 from the New Testament, “Therefore all things 
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whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them; this is the 

law and the prophets.”  “This is the principle of action and reaction – give and 

receive – the Law of Complimentarity.  Do as you would be done by, think as you 

would like to experience love and you shall be loved, forgive and you shall be 

forgiven.” Butterworth (1968:144) 

So the return to fundamental principles in their greatest simplicity opens 

doors of compassion, collaboration and limitless gifts for all involved.  We can 

create “oneness”. 

Further, Emilie Cady emphasizes the point further in encouraging the 

release of aspects of the ego that do not serve us personally or collectively.  She 

states, “We cultivate personality, in which live pride, fear of criticism, and all 

manner of selfishness, but listening to the voices outside ourselves and by being 

governed by selfish motives instead of the highest within us.  Seek always to 

cultivate, or bring into visibility, individuality, not personality (or the ego).  One’s 

individuality is that part of one that never changes its identity.  It is the God self.  It 

is that which distinguishes one person from another.  One’s personality may become 

like that of others with whom one associates.  Individuality never changes.”  Cady 

(72) 

What I believe she seeks to import to the curious reader is that when we are 

in symmetry with our highest ideals, we are likewise in symmetry with our Highest 

Self.  That Highest Self is the Divine within each of us, giving generously and 
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without prejudice to all of which it is a part.  From this perspective, the concept of 

competition, selfishness, hoarding, wastefulness, ego driven self promotion and all 

manner of disingenuous engagements with others would hold no attraction to 

anyone operating from this level of integrity. 

We would also seek out like minds, with which we could be supported, 

challenged, cared for and refer our own clients to when their needs became evident. 

There could be no more authentic recommendation that what an "intimate referral" 

provides both for ourselves and those we refer. 

In a "Collaborative Model", we are part of a whole, sharing in our various 

talents and capacities toward the overall good of humanity. We see our unique place 

in the grand scale as valuable, necessary and sustainable. To be in integrity with our 

work, it would be essential to serve from a place of sincerity, and a trust that those 

we attract to our purpose have been drawn to us for a unique purpose.  Our services 

may not be entirely exclusive, but our personal expression, voice and delivery are 

unique and thereby will be a specific match to the right client.  If we recognize this 

fact, and that there are clients a plenty for all who are called or drawn to serve and 

magnify their talents and gifts then there is nothing but the spirit of camaraderie 

and “enough” for all. 

There is a far greater drive to offer our professional services in excellence 

when we operate from a mindset of trusting the Universe to be in Divine Order. 
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We can create a wealth of benefits for ourselves, one another and our clients 

when we engage from this vision of trust. 

This is the greatest goal and most soul-felt desire in the foundation of Heal the 

Healer™.  We have chosen, as have others in various industries alongside us to 

embrace this mindset, apply these precepts and live them by example. 

These are our official tenets and creeds: 

 We respectfully support the unique talents, skills and modalities of each 

individual practitioner. 

 We hold the vision of abundance and plenty in clients seeking our unique 

contributions. 

 We open ourselves as our personal needs require to the supportive services of 

our contributing colleagues and thereby care healthfully for ourselves. 

 Through this exchange, "intimate referral" is created to provide more 

authentic and meaningful recommendations to our clients whose needs may 

exceed our offerings. 

 Camaraderie, professional ethics, natural support systems and meaningful 

connections are made between collaborative practitioners while 

maintaining personal health and professional referrals increase practice 

revenue for all involved.  (Web, Healthehealer.org) 
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This is far more than a simple barter system. This exchange embraces the truth 

that the Universe is unending supply, generous and accessible. Our participation in 

this vision expands our health, wealth and vitality on every level and that of those 

that we serve. In caring for others we are caring for ourselves.  In providing service 

for others, service is likewise made available to us.  It is completely voluntary, non-

compulsory and open for all that wish to participate. 

It is nothing short than a return to our true nature.  It is a return to oneness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

###  
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CHAPTER 5  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

 When the world’s societies are impacted by natural disasters, we often see 

the very best of the human heart and indomitable spirit demonstrated in heroic acts 

of selflessness.  Often society requires a humbling wake up call to our genuine 

connectedness with in our entire global community and what affects one, can quite 

easily affect us all.  Our neighbors’ health, employability, familial peace, financial 

prosperity, soulful joy, is also ours. 

 To better pull down the permeable walls that delude us into the belief we are 

separate, Albert Schweitzer passionately states, “Our humanity is by no means so 

materialistic, as foolish talk is continuously asserting it to be.  I am convinced that 

there is far more in people than ever comes to the surface of the world.  Just as the 

water of the stream we see is small in amount compared with what men and women 

have locked in their hearts…. To unbind what is bound, to bring the underground 

waters to the surface, mankind is awaiting and longing for such as can do that…. 

We ourselves must try to be the water which does find its way up; we must become a 

spring at which men can quench their thirst for gratitude.”  Schweitzer (1956: 66 ) 
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 To further expand on this concept of “oneness” the non-duality founder of 

Enlighten Next who is a writer and lecturer and American guru extraordinaire, 

Andrew Cohen was quoted in a recent retreat as saying,  “In a culture that values 

individual freedoms above and beyond anything else, it is all too easy to become self-

centered and narcissistic.  But consider, for a moment, the mind-expanding fact that 

our highly developed capacity for individuality is the product of a hundred 

thousand years of cultural evolution, and that cultural evolution is the product of 

three billion years of biological evolution, and biological evolution is the product of 

almost fourteen billions years of cosmic evolution.  All of it is part of one unfolding 

process.  This recognition engenders a profound sense of connectedness with the 

entire evolutionary continuum.  As our awareness expands dramatically in the 

direct realization of the non-duality of absolute interrelatedness, our small, personal 

bubble of separate individuality bursts.  Slowly but surely, we discover a powerfully 

implicating new moral context for our existence here at the leading edge of our 

evolving cosmos.”  Cohen (2011, Web) 

 Our origins as spiritual beings, made of Spirit, created of Spirit and fully 

gifted and animated by Spirit is a fundamental principle of metaphysical literature.  

The perceived separateness of one spiritual being in human form to another is again 

more evident as a misperception as demonstrated in the ongoing scientific 

discoveries associated with Quantum Physics and related fields.   

 In  Quantum Physics, the study of the “holographic model” addressing units 

of matter very synchronistically mirrors the spiritual model of oneness that we are 
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discussing here.  Michael Talbot illustrates this in his book Mysticism and the New 

Physics when he powerfully states:  “The property of being ‘holographic’ or having 

every part contained in the whole is remarkable because it indicates…. the 

fundamental units of matter (subatomic particles) also cannot be isolated as 

individual bits or building blocks.  Their behavior also possesses field properties in 

that it is determined by the collective of particles.  This is intriguing because the 

same holographic/field relationship also appears to govern the structure of life and, 

indeed, the structure of thinking processes as well.”  The ‘holographic’ model that 

he suggests is an integrated one, where every aspect of the whole can be found in the 

minutest aspect of each particle, and within that collective, an integral common 

intelligence can be found, communicating seamlessly with the whole.  He makes the 

bold assertion that:  “The observer alters the observed.  The thinker alters the 

thought”.    Talbot (1981: 45)   

Here, all is inseparable and intrinsically connected. 

All is energy.  All energy is changing, evolving, reforming and manifesting 

anew in the cosmos, on our planet, in our bodies and in every facet of our lives.  We 

have a direct impact on one another in the most involuntary way, if we choose.  

However, if we make the decision to take this knowledge and act upon it, we have 

the distinct ability to bless one another’s lives in profound, meaningful and lasting 

ways. 

### 
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CHAPTER 6 

 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

 At one time our world society was sequestered in small clusters and 

communities that by necessity supported and shared with one another.  Tribes and 

familial clans learned that providing for one another required compromise, 

collaboration and a respectful perspective of others needs and desires for survival. 

As our world has grown and the population multiplied, we have been blinded 

to how truly interdependent we all are with one another.  What one nation may 

experience in the devastation of a natural disaster, will ultimately have some level of 

impact on its neighbors, and be it economic, environmental or redistribution of 

population. 

If we can take small steps toward returning to the close knit community view 

of the world, we can embrace and embody the expansive consciousness necessary to 

see our neighbors as brothers and sisters.   

As Ralph Waldo Emerson so beautifully and passionately wrote in his poem 

of “History”,… “There is no great and no small, to the Soul that maketh all:  And 

where it cometh, all things are; and it cometh everywhere.  I am the owner of the 
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sphere, of the seven stars and the solar year, of Caesar’s hand, and Plato’s brain, of 

Lord Christ’s heart, and Shakespeare’s strain.”  Emerson (1841: 127)    

Here he suggests the continuity and connectedness of all of nature.  

Emerson’s view of the world as a stoic adherent to transcendentalism gave him 

golden opportunities for insight into the seamlessness of All That Is.  Here he 

validates that within him is the greatness and contribution of every soul, great and 

small.  The contributions of great minds such as Plato, the spiritual heights of Christ 

and the artistic voice of Shakespeare are all his contributions as well, and we share 

this common bond, each of us. 

We have the fortuitous opportunity to seize this ripe time in history to return 

to a way of living that looks for the mutual benefit for everyone we encounter.  This 

would never be difficult in a mindset that views the world as a vital and intimate 

part of oneself.  This world of the invisible and of form is limitless, opulent, 

generous and ever-present to bestow all that our deserving hearts, minds and bodies 

could require. 

Fulfilling our gifts through work, Kahlil Gibran poetically inspires the 

reader to see a larger picture when he states:  “You work that you may keep pace 

with the earth and the soul of life…. When you work you fulfill a part of the earth’s 

furthest dream, assigned to you when that dream was born.  And in keeping 

yourself with labor you are in truth loving life.  And to love life through labor is to 

be intimate with life’s inmost secret.”  Gibran  (1923: 25, 26)   
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Gibran encourages us to work and serve with wonder and reverence.  He 

solicits that we work in concert and support of one another, as the earth that houses 

and sustains us would beckon us to. 

It takes a team to play an interactive sport.  It takes members to constitute a 

family.  It takes a group of willing participants to create a neighborhood.  Why 

should any other aspect of our human interaction and professional offerings be any 

different than the successful models that exist before us?  Each of these examples, if 

solid, committed and satisfied, marks a way of being an individual, while 

simultaneously participating as part of the whole…  Part of the oneness. 

How would the world of commerce, business and industry look like in a 

collaborative model?  Rather than innovating for the sake of having an edge over 

their perceived rivals, they would design and promote products and services for the 

greatest utilization of their customers, recognizing this reflects their best interests.  

They would build products that last and hold a higher standard for others in their 

industry to follow.  Customer service would be a high priority, as communication 

and feedback are essential to the lifeblood of a business’s growth and future 

direction.   

In a world of self aware, conscious minded beings that know their own 

Divinity and embrace that same Divinity in others, there would be no lack.  There 

would only be limitless possibilities for human creativity, invention, camaraderie 

and cultural vitality.  The gifts that one individual possesses in service to another 
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would be viewed as unique in its expression, worthy and needful as an offering to 

those seeking that authentic voice.  There would be a plethora of services, with an 

even greater demand for them as a community that knows its worth, acknowledges 

the necessity of self care and healthy expression. 

Business would refer complimentary businesses without thought of losing 

customer base, but rather amidst holding a vision of plenty for all and a return to 

subjective growth by the ongoing exchange. 

And now to address the holistic practitioner, in a world reinvented in its 

selflessness and ingenuity…. How might their service transform?  The greater the 

health and prosperity of a community, the more expansive and transformative their 

capacity for spiritual growth.  This empowers the holistic practitioner to arrive fully 

vested and open to creative expression within the parameters of their provided 

service.  Supported by others in their field and community they are free to thrive, 

refer, take personal time, and grow at a desired pace.  Financially supported they 

can mentor others coming into ownership of their unique expression.  Charity 

flourishes in this realm, not because of a plaguing perception of lack, but rather 

because a spirit of “good will” has sprung up.  This is already taking place in 

beautiful, zesty and eager pockets around the globe today. 

Take the “Pay It Forward Foundation” for example.   The creative story 

telling of the author of the book, Catherine Ryan Hyde, became the vision quest of 

Charley Johnson, and blossomed into the mission statement of the Pay It Forward 
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Foundation board, which states:  “We are a community of hope-focused individuals 

whose mission is to inspire, promote and celebrate the adoption and practice of “pay 

it forward” principles. We envision a world where the principles of “pay it forward” 

are practiced with deliberate intent through: education, sharing stories and social 

networking.”  This organization seeks simply to do good for another, for the sake of 

making a positive impact on that life.  “Paying it forward” addresses everyone. 

 This has been witnessed and replicated in generous and charitable 

organizations brought into form across the globe.  This is a new season in the 

history of mankind that a very old model of community, reborn anew, springs up 

from the individual seeing their Divinity and mirroring that Divinity to the 

collective.   

 It bears repeating and adding a necessary addendum to the definition of 

collaboration, as referenced in the online Business Dictionary: 

1. General Collaboration:  Cooperative arrangement in which two or more parties 

(which may or may not have any previous relationship) work jointly towards a 

common goal. 

2. Knowledge Management (KM): Effective method of transferring 'know how' 

among individuals, therefore critical to creating and sustaining a competitive 

advantage. Collaboration is a key tenet of KM.  (Web, businessdictionary.com – 

February 15, 2012) 

And the natural and organic conclusion present in this added component: 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/general.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/cooperative.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/arrangement.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/party.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/relationship.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/work.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/common.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/goal.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/knowledge-management.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/effective.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/method.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/know-how.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/individual.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/competitive-advantage.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/competitive-advantage.html
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3. Negotiations: Conflict resolution strategy that uses both assertiveness and 

cooperation to seek solutions advantageous to all parties. It succeeds usually 

where the participants' goals are compatible, and the interaction among 

them is important in attaining those goals.  (Web, businessdictionary.com – 

February 15, 2012) 

So a society based in a natural state of oneness looking out for one another 

would implement and fully utilize a working model that would “cooperate, 

collaborate and negotiate.” 

The premise held here is to take the position that if we want to create a 

collaborative culture; we need to approach conversations wanting to learn more 

about the dynamic and contribution of each participant not enter defending our 

position.  In a unified community, we share one another’s positions founded in the 

initial commitment to equality and connectedness; and individuality within the 

whole. 

The dire statistics referenced in the first chapter cannot be sustained in such a 

morally sound model.  The perception of lack can only persist if we choose to believe 

in its viability and proliferate that message.  Only through that proliferation can a 

community be affected, and a mass conscious thought be transmitted.  And only 

through that powerful and magnetic, though misguided thought process can the 

manifestation of lack emerge. 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/negotiation.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/conflict-resolution.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/strategy.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/use.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/cooperation.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/solution.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/participant.html
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Albert Einstein chose not to mix words in his bold assessment, “Everything is 

energy and that is all there is to it.  Match the frequency of the reality that you want, 

and you cannot help but get that reality.  It can be no other way.  This is not 

philosophy.  This is physics.”  (Web, choicepointmovement.com – March 5, 2012) 

In the magnificent and truly magical world of metaphysics, we have come to find 

that what we think and feel create our reality.  We have the opportunity to liberate 

ourselves from crippling, limited and incongruent ways of being.  We have the 

distinct calling as counselors, ministers, writers, speakers, coaches and practitioners 

to stand firm in this spiritual knowledge and practice walking the talk in our own 

lives.  From there we can have a profound and transformative affect on the world 

around us and those we are called to serve.  We have the most noble of quests to 

build those around us that are also heeding the calling to use their gifts, talents and 

voice to serve in this capacity and create a selfless, supportive community.   

This empowers everyone.  This is a win/win model for all.  This is my offering 

and conclusion. 

 

 

### 
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